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Quote of the Day

Logic...merely allows one to be wrong with
authority.

- Doctor Who

Python Statements

These are the Python statements covered in this course:

• Assignment statements assign a value to a name

• Function calls invoke functions such as print which do not return a
value

• Method calls invoke methods such as txt.draw(win)

• Selection statements selectively execute blocks of code

• Iteration statements repeatedly execute a block of code

Selection Statements

It is often necessary to selectively execute one of a (potentially large)
number of blocks of code.

A block is any indented code following a colon

There are two Python statements we can use for this:  if and match
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Forms of the IF statement

The simplest form of the if statement is:

  if <condition>:

     <block>

This form executes statements in <block> if <condition> is true.
Otherwise, it skips them.

What do you mean, condition?

A condition is a logical expression, which is an expression which
evalutes to either True or False. Another name for this is
boolean expression.

For example, the expression  "xPosition < 0" is a logical

expression, because it evaluates to either True or False.

The bool data type describes these values.

Relational Operators

A relational operator is used for comparing two values. These
operators are:

== Equality

< Less than

<= Less than or equal

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal

!= Not equal

Example Logical Expressions

• numTickets > 10

• balance == 0.0

• newTemperature >= thermostatSetting

• point.getX () != 200

• epsilon <= pow (10 ,-3)
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A Second Form of if

To select one of two blocks of code to execute:

   if <condition>:

      <block1>

   else:

      <block2>

If <condition> is True the statements in <block1> are executed

and <block2> is skipped over.

A Second Form of if

To select one of two blocks of code to execute:

   if <condition>:

      <block1>

   else:

      <block2>

If <condition> is False <block1> is skipped over and the

statements in <block2> are executed.

Either way, execution continues normally with the first statement after

<block2>

Some Examples

In this example, the first conditional works because the method

contains returns a value of type bool.

     if button.contains(point): 

        button.setFill('red')

     if ticketPrice >= 0:

        cost = ticketPrice * numTickets

     else:

        cost = 0  # cost can't be negative

General Form of if

To select one from many blocks of code:

    if <condition1>:

       <block1>

    elif <condition2>:

       <block2>

    else:

       <block3>
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General Form of if

In the most general form of the if statement, there can be more

than one elif clause. Each condition is tested in turn until one is
found to be true, that the assocated block is executed.

If no condition is true, the else: block is executed; however, the else
clause is optional.

Examples using the elif form

  if xPosition == 10:

     circle1.move(-10, 0)

  elif xPosition > 100:

     circle1.move(-100, 0)

  elif xPosition < 0:

     circle1.move(0, 0)

Note that there is no else clause.  What values of xPosition are not
covered by the three conditions above?

Specifying Ranges

How might we specify a range of possible values in a condition?  For
example, we might want to say that a car traveling from 0 to 60 mph
is okay, but any other value is a problem. Here's one way, assuming

we have a variable speed initialized already:

   if speed >= 0:

      if speed <= 60:

         speedOkay = True

      else:

         speedOkay = False

Using Logical Operators

We can express this more concisely (and more understandably) if we
use logical operators:

   if speed >= 0 and speed <= 60:

      speedOkay = True

   else:

      speedOkay = False
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Using Logical Operators

The logical operators are:

and Logical AND

or Logical OR

not Logical NOT

We specify the behavior of these operators using truth tables.

Logical Variables and Expressions

Just by the way, the last example can be written even more
succinctly.  Notice that we are essentially assigning the result of the

conditional to the variable speedOkay so why not just do the
assignment?

 speedOkay = (speed >= 0) and (speed <= 60)

Convince yourself that this produces the exact same result as the if
statement.

The match statement

For completeness, we'll talk about the match statement, even though
it was just added in October 2021.

Match is very new, available in version 3.10+ only

Using match is quite powerful and can be complex. At its simplest,
though, it can replace sets of if...elif...else in some situtations.

Example of using match

match http_code:

  case 200: 

     print('OK')

  case 404:

     print('Not found')

  case 418:

     print('Turn on webcam')

  case _:  # handles all other values

     print('Error, internet must be broken')
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Equivalent if/else if form

if http_code == 200:

   print('OK')

elif http_code == 404:

   print('Not found')

elif http_code == 418:

   print('Turn on webcam')

else:

   print('Error, internet must be broken')

Another Example

match month:  # month should hold an integer between 1 - 12

   case 2:    

      days = 28

      if isLeapYear(): days++

   case 4 | 6 | 9 | 11:  # matches any of these values

      days = 30

   case _:

      days = 31
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